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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner - 1998
Professor Ennio Candotti

Renowned Brazilian Physicist, Scientific Leader and an Untiring Defender of
the Scientific Progress in the Country

[Born : 1942, Rome, Italy ....]

In Brazil, the investments in Science are Peripheral : the research does not relieve fruits
short-term, neither votes.

...Ennio Candotti

To Temper Science & Art s is must.

...Ennio Candotti
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Ennio Candotti

Prof. Ennio Candotti has had a distinguished career as a  science populariser for twenty years.
When, in the late seventies he was elected Secretary of the Brazilian Society for the Advancement of
Science (SBPC) branch in Rio de Janeiro, he sought and obtained the support of the local scientists for
new ideas and projects aimed at diffusing and interpreting science to the public. The creation of Ciencia
as Seis emeia (Science at 6.30 p.m.), a series of lectures on science for the general public, is an
example of  his initiatives at that time.

in 1982 he led a group of local scientists in launching Ciencia Hoje (Science Today), a monthly
science news magazine supported by SBPC. This periodical has now become a landmark in science
popularisation in Brazil thanks to the high quality of its content and  writing and to the credibility its
enjoys both with the lay person and the  scientist.

By  the end of the eighties Candotti spent a year and a half in Argentina working on a project
that led to the  creation of a similar periodical - Ciencia Hoy (Science Today) in Spanish.

In  1990, Ciencia Hoje underwent a change in format as a result of which its circulation grew
exponentially. Today, every Brazilian graduate student on a scholarship abroad is on its subscription
list. In this way the magazine keeps these students in touch  with  scientific developments in their
country.

In 1986 a children’s version of CH (Science Today) was brought out. It soon carved for itself a
niche in the national education network and is now being distributed by the Ministry of Education to
primary  schools in the country. Some of the by-products of his work include :

l CH at School, a series of books dealing with selected aspects of the natural sciences

l CD-ROMs for children based on articles in the journal.

l Thematic editions either totally or partially based on articles from CH - for example Amazonas,
The Brazilian Northeast, Hunger, The Environment etc.

l Technology Notebooks, a series on technology matters

l CH-Online, centralising information on the various publications and associated activities

Candotti’s  work has been constantly directed at establishing links kbetween science
popularisation organisations in Latin America.

Associate Professor, Dept. of Physics, Universidade Federal do Espirito Santo - since 1996
Fellow, Brazilian Research Council (Research in Theoretical Physics) - 1974-75
Associate Professor  at the Physics Institute - Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro - 1974 - 1995

A Brief Biographical Profile
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Prof. Ennio Candotti

Home : Rua Reneto De. Carneiro 780
apto GG 307
29052730 Vitoria
ES Brazil

Tel : 0055273451341

University : Departamneto de Fisicacce
Universidade Federal de
Espiritosanto
A.V. Fernando Ferrari s/n
Goibeiras
29060 900 Vitoria
Brasil.

Tel : (55-27) 335 28 40
Fax : (55-27) 335 28 23

E-mail : candotti@mpd.ufes.br

Ennio Candotti (b. 1942, Rome, Italy) is a Brazilian physicist and scientific leader.

He studied physics at the University of São Paulo, in São Paulo,  from 1960 to 1964, and also at the
University of Naples, in Naples, Italy (1970-71). From 1966 to 1968 he specialized in theoretical physics
at the University of Pisa (relativity theory), in mathematical physics at the University of Munich, in Munich,
Germany (1968-1969) and in dynamic systems at the University of Naples  again.

From 1974 to 1995, Candotti was a professor with the Federal University of Rio de janeiro. Currently he is
a professor at the Universidade do Espirito Santo, in Vitoria, state of  Espírito Santo. He was naturalized
a Brazilian in 1983.

Dr. Candotti is in his fourth mandate as the president of the Brazilian
Society for the Progress of  Science (Sociedade Brasileira Para O Progresso da Ciencia), the major
scientific association in the country, and editor of Ciência Hoje, its scientific popularization magazine. For
his activities in this area he has received the 1999 Kalinga Prize conceded by UNESCO. He was also the
president of the International Union for Science Communicators, created in 2002 in  Mumbai, India.
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4. CANDOTTI, E.; PALMIERI, C.; VITALE, B. . On the inversion of Noether Theorem in Lagrangian
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External  links
n Ennio Candotti’s Curriculum Vitae (http://buscatextual. cnpq.br/buscatextual/visualizacv.jsp ?

id=K4788181A6). CNPq Lattes System (In Portuguese).

n Interviews with Ennio Candotti at the Universia Brasil site : 2003
(http://www.universia.com.br/html/materia/materia_bjac.html) and 2005
(http://www.universia.com.br/html/materia/materia_hhii.html) (In portuguese)

Source :  http:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ennio_Candotti

q
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Been born in Rome and living in Brazil it has been more than 50 years, Ennio Candotti became
naturalized Brazilian in 1983, Returned to the country after completing the basic studies in Italy.
Currently with 61 years, he is professor in the Federal University of the Espirito Santo (UFES), The
physicist formed himself for the University of Sao Paulo (USP) and  dedicates himself for years to the
exercise and the spreading of science in the country.

With the mobilization of the scientific community in the  country, Candotti soon was distringuished in
activities of interpretation and spreading of science between the population. One of the results of this
initiative was the series of more than 50 audiences call of science to the Six and Half one, that if drew
out for period of four years.

In 1982, Candotti was the  main figure enters a group of scientists who had today given to the initial
kick to the magazine Science, published until today. In his career, he has published more than 100
articles and scientific publications related the research.

He was president of the Brazilian Society for the Progress of Ciencia (SBPC) for two consecutive
mandates, between 1989 and  1993. In July of 2003, he was elected with 914 votes to assume the
presidency again.

ENNIO CANDOTTI : CURRICULUM VITAE

He has graduate degrees in Physics - Universita di Napoli (1972) and graduate degrees in Physics from
the University of São Paulo (1964). He is currently an adjunct professor at the Federal University of
Espirito Santo. He has experience in the field of symmetries and conservation laws of  physics in theoretical.
scientific, political science, epistemology, in education sciences, history of science, ethics & Technical
museums and the environment.
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Personal Data
Name : Ennio Candotti

Name in bibliographic : Candotti, E.
citations

Sex : Men

Business Address : Federal University of Espirito Santo, Center of Exact Sciences,
Department of Physics and Chemistry, Avenida Femando Ferrari s/n
Guava
29,060,900 - Vitoria, ES - Brazil
Phone : (27) 33352840 Fax : (27) 33352823

Education / Degree
1970-1972 : Expertise in Dynamical Systems.

Universita di napoli, UDSN, Italy.
Baskets of (a) : Instituto Nazionale Nuclear Physcics, INFN, Italy.

1968 - 1969 : Expertise in Mathematical Physics
Ludwig Maximilian university of Munich, LMU, Germany
Baskets of (a) ; Support for Research Foundation of the  State of Sao
Paulo, FAPESP, Brazil.

1966-1967 : Expertise in Relativity.
Universita degli Studi di Pisa, USP, Italy
Universita degli Studid di Pisa, USP, italy
Baskets of (a) : Support for Research Foundation of the State of Sao
Paulo, FAPESP, Brazil.

1971-1972 : Graduate in Physics, Universita  di Napoli, UDSN, Italy
Baskets of (a) : Instituto Nazionale Nuclear Physics, INFN, Italy

1960-1964 : Graduate in Physics. University of Sao Paulo, USP, Brazil.

Professional Performance
Federal University of Espirito Santo, UFES, Brazil
l l l l l Institutional Membership

1995-Current : Link : Server procedure or celetista, Position : Assistant Professor, Work
load : 40, Regime : Dedication Exclusive.

l l l l l Activities

8/1995-Current : Education, Higher : Graduation.
Courses taught
Physics II
Physics II
Physics III
Physics IV
Structure of Matter
Evolution of Physics
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4/2001-7/2001 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry.

Activity in length held
Prociencias CAPES / Vitoria.

4/2001-7/2001 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry

Activity in length held
Prociencias CAPES / Cachoeiro of Itapemirim.

4/2001-4/2001 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry.
Activity in length held
Physics for Poets (Exhibition) /Cachoeiro of Itapemirim.

10/2000-11/2000 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry.
Activity in length held
Leonarso Universal / Cachoerio of Itapemirim.

9/2000-10/2000 : Extended university, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry
Activity in length held
Leonardo Universal /Vitoria

9/2000-9/2000 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry
Activity in length held
Displays of Physics IV.

11/1999-11/1999 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry
Activity in length held
Displays of Physics III

2/1999-9/1999 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry.
Activity in length held
Prociencias CAPES / Cachoeiro of Itapemirim.

2/1999-6/1999 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry
Activity in length held
prociencias CAPES / Vitoria

9/1997-1/1998 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics
and Chemistry
Activity in length held
Architecture Art and Science in the Renaissance.
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9/1997-11/1997 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics

and Chemistry

Activity in length held

Architecture and Art in the Italian Renaissance.

8/1996-12/1996 : Extended University, Center of Exact Sciences, Department of Physics

and Chemistry

Activity in length held

Prociencias CAPES.

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, UFRJ, Brazil,
lllllInstitutional Membership
    1974-19995 : Link : Server procedure of celetista, Position : Assistant Professor, Work

load : 40, Regime : Dedication Exclusive.

lllllActivities

   3/1974-7/1995 : Education, Higher : Graduation.

Courses taught

Physics - I

Physics II

Structure of Matter

Macanica Quantica

Elementary Particles

4/1975-12/1979 : Other technical and scientific activities, Institute of Physics, Department

of Theoretical Physics.

Activity Performed

Coordinator basic cycle.

Instituto Nazionale Nuclear Physics, INFN, It aly.
lllllInstituinal Membership
    1969 - 1972 : Link : researcher, Position : R  6, Regime : Dedication exclusive.

Foundation Institute for Theoretical Physics, IFT , Brazil.
lllllInstitutional Membership
    1967 - 1971 : Link : Celetista formal, Position :  assistant professor, Regime : Dedication

exclusive.

Member of  editorial board

1982-1997 : Regular : Science Today

1987 - Current : Regular : Ciencia Hoy (Buenos Aires)
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Business Areas

1. Large  area : Exact Sciences and Earth / Space : Physical / SubArea : General Physics /
SPECIALTY : Physical classical and Quantum Physics, Mechanics and Fields.

2. Large  area : Social Sciences / Area : Education / Sub Area : Public Outreach.

3. Large area : Social Sciences / Area : Sociology / SubArea : Politics of Science.

4. Large area : Social Sciences / Area : Education/ SubArea : Teaching-Learning/Specialty :
Education in Sciences.

5. Large area : Social Sciences / Area : Sociology / SubArea : Sociology of Development /
Expertise: Development  and Environment ambent.

6. Large area : Social Sciences / Area: Living / SubArea: Epistemology.

Languages

Portuguese : Understands Well, Speak Well, Well Read, Write Well

Italian : Understands Well, Speak Well, Well Read,  Write Well

Spanish : Understands Well, Speak Well, Well Read, Write Well

English : Somewhat understands, Speech Somewhat, Well Read, Write Somewhat

German : Somewhat understands, Speech Somewhat, Somewhat Say, Write Soon.

French : Understands Well, Somewhat Speech, Well  Read, Write Somewhat.

Awards and Titles

2002 Doctor Honoris Causa, University of New Hampshire.

1999 President of Honor, the Brazilian Society for the Progress of Science.

1998 Kalinga-scientific, UNESCO.

Production in C, T & A

Literature

Complete articles published in journals

1. Candotti, E. : Coch, G. : Montemayor. R., thermal Gohost fields and unstable systems. Nuovo
Cimento della societa Italiana di Physics B- General Physics, Bologna, v. 106B, p. 13-22, 1990

2. Candotti, E. :  PALMIERI, C. : VITALE, B. . Noether’s universal nature of infinitesimal transformations
in Lorentz covariant field theories. II Nuovo Cimento, Bologna, v. 7A, P. 271-279, 1972

3. Candotti, E.  :PALMIERI, C. : VITALE, B.. On the inversion of Noether theorem in classical dinamical
systems.  American Journal of Physics, USA. v. 40.3, P. 424-427, 1972.
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4. Candotti, E. :  PALMIERI, C. : VITALE, B. . On the inversion of Noether Theorem in Lagrangian
formalism. II Nuovo   Cimento, Bologma, v. 70, p. 233-239. 1970.

Chapters of books

1. Candotti, E. :  People in science education. In : Luisa Massarani : IIdeu Moreira de Castro, Fátima
Brito. (Org). Science and the Public . Rio de Janeiro : UFRJ, 2002, v. , P. 15-23.

2. GUIMARAES, SP: Candotti, E. . Education and social movements in south Korea In : Samuel
Pinheiro Guimaraes. (Org). Visions Brazilian Korea. Brasilia : IPRI, 2002,v. 1. p. 11-31.

3. Candotti, E.  : Six memos for six issues. In : River Path Associates. (Org). Towards a democratic
science (an e-conference for  the British Council). London : The British Council, 2000, v. 1, p. 30-34.

4. Candotti, E.  : Science in the city. In : Hector Ciapuscio and others. (Org). The city invites to think.
Buenos Aires : Eudeba, 1999  v., p 35-43.

5. GUIMARAES, SP :Candotti, E.,  Brazil Argentine scientific cooperation. In : Samuel Pinheiro
Guimaraes. (Org). Prospects Brazil and Argentina, Brasilia : IPRI, 1999, v. 2, p. 221-238.

6. Candotti, E.  : Presentation. In : SPBC : Vera  M oak Rita Vera da Costa. (Org). Profiles of Brazilian
Scientists.  Sao Paulo : SBPC 1998, v., p  V-IX

7. Carvalho, Vera maria : Candotti, E..  Pinch of salt (presentation). In : SBPC. (Org). Scientists from
Brazil, Sao paulo : SBPC 1998, v.I, P 5-7

8. Candotti, E.  : Preface. In : Maria Lucia Maciel. (Org). The Italian Miracle. Rio de Janeiro : Relume
Dumara, 1996, v. p. 9-15.

9. Candotti, E.  : The monsters are children of the secret. In : Federal Council of Medicine. (Org).
Ethics and Health Brasilia Federal council of Medicine, 1993, v.,P. 251-255

10. Candotti, E.  : Preface. In : Washington Novaes. (Org). The Earth Water  asks. Brasilia : SEMATEC,
1992, v., P. 5-8.

Texts of stories in news p apers / magazines

1. Candotti, E. : Knowing the Amazon is imperative to defend it and develop it. Principios, Säo
Paulo, p. 22-28, July 30, 2008

2. Candotti, E. : Decriminalize the search now. Journal of Science. Rio de Janeiro, p. 7-8, Aug.
24,2007

3. Candotti, E. : Amazon a national challenge. Science Amazonia, Belem. P. 2-2, 08 July, 2007

4. Candotti, E . : From the backwoods looking at the sea. O Povo, Fortaleza, P. 7-7, July 19. 2005

5. Candotti, E . : Mercosur’s Science. Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo. P. A3, Dec. 16, 2004.

6. Candotti, E.  : Surplus pro-Amazonia.Sheet  I Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, P. A3-A3, Sept. 13, 2004

7. Candotti, E.  : Long live the SBPC Viva. Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, P. A3-A3, 15 May 2003

8. Candotti, E.  : Science and ethics. Iddeas and Debates, Goeldi Museum Paraense And Bethle-
hem, P. 1-25, Dec. 10, 2002
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9. Candotti, E.  : University of lives and dried. Journal of Science, 479, Rio de Janeiro. p. 6-7, April
12,2002

10. Candotti, E. : The Green Paper which was yellow. Journal of Science, Rio de Janeiro, v. 464,
Agu. 17,2001.

11. Candotti, E.  : The  shirt of the Northeast. Journal of Science, Rio de Janeiro, 09 July. 1999.

12. Candotti, E.  : The role of scientists in scientific kdissemination. Journal of Science, Rio de
Janeiro, v. 408, April 16, 1999

13. Candotti, E.  : The university off-axis, Journal of Science, Rio de Janeiro, 05 March. 1999.

14. Candotti, E. : Ciencia Hoy hare 10 years, Ciencia Hoy, Buenos Aires, v. 51, Jan. 01.1999

15. Candotti, E.  : University and National Unity. Lornal of Science, Rio de Janeiro, v., 396, Aug, 28.
1998.

16. Candotti, E.  : The vestibular of Einstein. The Gazette, Victoria, Dec. 26. 1997.

17. Candotti, E.  : Four thousand could do  science. The Gazette, Victoria, 05 September. 1997.

18. Candotti, E . : The University and the machines. The Gazette, Victoria, 05 September, 1997.

19. Candotti, E.  : Without Holy Spirit. The Gazette, victoria, o6 June. 1997.

20. Candotti, E.  : 2% for the Holy Spirit. The Gazette, Vitoria, June 12, 1996.

21. Candotti, E.  : The a     aces of the chimneys. The Gazette, Victoria, 19 May 1996.

22. Candotti, E . : Who is afraid of PM 10. The Gazette. Victoria, 09 may 1996.

23. Candotti, E . : The accounts of Mr. Dean. The Gazette, Vitoria, 31 out, 1995.

24. Candotti, E . : The patents and the scientists. Folha de Sao Paulo. Sao Paulo. 08 May 1995.

25. Candotti, E.  : Decentralize the University. Jornal do Brasil, Rio de Janeiro. 06 September. 1994.

26. Candotti, E.  : Challenge for S & T for the new government. O Estado de Sao Paulo. Sao Paulo,
08 May 1994.

27. Candotti, E.  : The tolerance of  abortion. Folha de Sao Paulo. Sao Paulo. April 28. 1994.

28. Candotti, E.  : IBPC little Franco. Jornal do Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, September 28. 1993.

29. Candotti, E.  : Careers in Science. O Globo, Rio de janeiro. 02 July. 1993.

30. Candotti, E.  : Patent and thick bark. Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, April 16. 1993.

31. Candotti, E.  : Industrial Prpriedade in Congress. Journal of Science Today, Rio  de janeiro, p. 4-
5, March 26, 1993.

32. Candotti, E . : ECO 92 : First Evaluation of the Conference. Foreign Policy. Sao Paulo, Nov. 30.
1992.

33. Candotti, E.  : SBPC and wet gunpowder. O Estado de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Sept. 21. 1992.

34. Candotti, E.  : Tragic science, Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, July 12, 1992.
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35. Candotti, E.  : Biodiversity and Power. Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, 09 July. 1992.

36. Candotti, E.  : Charter of Human Rights and Tera. O Globo, Rio  de janeiro. June 11. 1992.

37. Candotti, E.  : Who pays the bill anyway ? O Globo. Rio de janeiro, 04 June. 1992.

38. Candotti, E.  : Sect sect or not. O Estado de Sao Paulo. Sao Paulo, Feb 15. 1992.

39. Candotti, E. : Sovereighty, and national ianomamis issue. Fola of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Jan.

14,1992.

40. Candotti, E . : The importance of being Severo. Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, July 19. 1991.

41. Candotti, E.  : Education Congress  and the universities. Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Feb.

14. 1991.

42. Candotti, E.  : Nucleraizacäo against the country Folha  de Sao Paulo. Sao Paulo, July 29.

1990.

43. Candotti, E.  : Parliamentary control. Journal of Science Today, Rio de Janeiro. v. 2009.

44. Candotti, E.  : Jumping smoothly and without network. Folha de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo.

45. Candotti, E.  : The way the environment and purposes. Science and Environment. Santa Maria

RGS.

46. Candotti, E.  : Reflections of a Refracöes and ECO. Journal of the Institute of Advanced Studies

at USP, Säo Paulo. v.15.

47. Candotti, E.  : The disaster of the war of patents. Science Today, Rio de Janeiro, p. 45-49.

48. Candotti, E.  : Patents of the Lord. The Globo 07/04/93, Rio de Janeiro.

49. Candotti, E.  : The  square of many citizens. Science Today, Rio de janeiro, v. 92.

50. Candotti, E.  : Problems of alternatives. Journal of ANPOCS, Rio e janeiro. v. 23.

51. Candotti, E.  : What We Brazil. Piracema, Rio de janeiro, v. 1.

52. Candotti, E.  : Knowing the pre-history to preserve nature. Economy and Culture, Säo Paulo, v.

10.p. 52-55.

53. Candotti, E.  : Aldrovandi, R.. JPVigier, Science Today, Rio de Janeiro.

54. Candotti, E.  : The risks of course. Humana, Rio de Janeiro.

55. Candotti, E.  : The public must  understand the science. Official science, Rio de Janeiro.

Complete work published in annals of congress

1. Candotti, E. :  Science and technology popularization and cultural diversity. In : International Confer-
ence  for Science Communicators 2000, Pune. Proceedings of the first International Conference for
Science  Communicators, 2000. p. 64-68.

Production technique

Technical W ork

1. Candotti, E. : Center for Science and Art of Cachoeiro of Itapemirim. 1997.
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Other types of production technique

1. Candotti, E. : Methodology of research and technological innovation. 1996. (Course of short
courses / expertise).

2. Candotti, E. : Methodolgy of research and technological innovation. 1996. (Course of short
courses / expertise)

Other Works

1. Candotti, E.  : Today’s Science journal. 1990 (editor).

2. Candotti, E.  : Ciencia Hoy. 1988 (editor).

3. Candotti, E.  : Children’s Science Today. 1986 (editor).

4. Candotti, E.  : Science Today. 1982 (editor).

Bunkers

Participation in committees of judges stalls

Professor

1. Ubiratan D’Ambrosio : Candotti, E. :  Interdisciplinary area. 2006. Federal University of ABC.

Other investments

1. Noronha Ana : Candotti, E.  :  European Festival of Sciences. 2007. Eropean Science Events Asso-
ciation.

Events

Participation in events

1. XXVII Brazilian Congress of Zoologia. Descriminalizar the research  already. 2008. (Participation in
events / congress)

2. Mercocities, science and technologia. As cities and sciences 2007. (Participation in events /
congress).

3. IX Scientific Meeting of the Institute Butantan. Eppur you muove. 2007. (Participation in events /
congress).

4. V Seminar of memory and sensitivity science and arte. Razäo, science and art. 2007. (Participation
in events / Seminar).

5. 40 years Biota Amazönia. Biota II : Challenges tempered. 40 years later. 2006. (Participation in
events / symposium).

6. Science Centers Congress. Science World Learning Centers and Museums the Place. 2005.
(Participation in events / Congress).

7. 3rd International Union of Science Communication Conference. Sciencie communication - Country
experiences. 2005. Participation in events / congress).
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8. 9th Meeting of the Red Pop. Há art in the dissemination of science. 2005. (Participation in events /
congress).

9. II International conference on interactions. Ciencia fundamental truth and politics. 2004. (Participa-
tion in events / Meeting).

10. Science and Technology and innovation for Defense and Defense Nacional. Ciencia, Scientists and
military. 2003 (Participation in events/ Seminar).

Organization of events

1. SBPC : Candotti, E. , 59th Annual Rreuniäo of SBPC. 2007. (Congress).

2. Abeledo, C. : ARRUTI. C. : GATTONE, A., Ventura. Dora Fix : Candotti, E. , Science Technology
and Society III.  2007  (Congress)

3. SBPC : Candotti, E. , 58th Annual Meeting. 2006. (Congress).

4. Ventura, Dora Fix : Abeledo. C. : GATTONE, A. : BALDI, A : Candotti, E. , Science Technology and
Society II. 2006 (Congress)

5. Ventura, Dora Fix : Candotti, E. , Encuentro Regional Science Technology and Society. 2005.
(Congress).

6. Ventura, Dora Fiz; GATTONE, A. : Abeledo. C. : BALDI, A. : Candotti, E. . Science Technology and
Society. 2004 (Congress)

7. Candotti, E. ,   5th Exhibition of Physics and Astronomy. 2001. (Exposure).

8. Candotti, E. , 4th Exhibition of Physics. 2000. (Exposure).

9. Candotti, E. , Shows  3rd of Physics. 1999 (Exposure).

10. SBPC; Candotti, E. ,  45 the Annual Meeting of SBPC. 1993. (Congress).

11. SBPC: Candotti, E. ,  44th Annual Meeting of SBPC. 1992. (Congress).

Other relevant Information

Coordinator of the project to research into symmetries and conservation laws of (Finep / Funtec)
1976/1980  Co-ordinator of the basic cycle of DF UFRJ in 1975-1979 Inst. Physics of the UFRJ  taught :
Basic physical, quantum mechanics, modern physics in the Department of Physics at UFES taught basic
physical, Modern Physics, Evolution of Physics, Instrumentation for education, Intro. the study of physical
phenomena, editor of Science Today Editor 1982-1997 State Science Hoy 1988-1989 President of SBPC
1989-1993 and 2003-2007 Baskets 1975-1977 CNPq 1988-1990 1A &  1 B Baskets 1765-1967 State
Council FAPESP national Science and Technology 2003-2007 STC Coordinator of the commission for
evaluation and budget for the  2004-2007 Member  of the STC Foundation’s  Father Anchieta-TV culture
1989-1993 and 2003-2007 member of CONCITEC  ES  2007-2008.

q
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1998 Kalinga Prize Winner-Ennio Candotti

In 1952, The Kalinga Award for Science Popularization was established at the initiative of Mr. Biju
Patnaik, the Founder Chairman of the Kalinga Foundation Trust. UNESCO awards it annually to a
person or persons with a distinguished career of service in the interpretation of science and research
to the public. Many of the recipients of this prestigious  award have been well known  scientists in their
own right.

Ennio Candotti of Brazil and Regina Paz Lopez of the Philippines were the joint winners of the
1998 Kalinga Award.

Currently Associate Professor, Department of Physics, University Federal do Espirito Santo,
Dr. Candotti has been popularizing science for over 20 years. In the 1970s, he created Ciencia as Seis
e meia (“Science at 6.30 p.m.”), a series of lectures on  science for the general public. In 1982, he
headed an ambitious enterprise in the history of Brazilian science by leading a group of local scientists
in launching Ciencia Hoje (CH - Science Today), a monthly science news magazine that is now a
landmark in science popularization in Brazil.

Today, every brazilian graduate student, on a scholarship abroad, is on its subscription list. A
children’s vrsion of CH was brought out which won a niche for itself in the education network. The
Ministry of Education in Brazil distributs it to primary  schools. Dr. Candotti has also made CD-ROMs
for children based on articles in the journal. Congratulations Dr. Candotti.
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The Presentation Ceremony for the year 1998
Kalinga Prize for science popularisation was held
on 7th April, 1999 in New Delhi (National Museum
Auditorium). The 1998 Kalinga Prize was jointly
awarded to Ms. Regina Paz Lopez of the Philippines
and Prof. Ennio Candotti of Brazil. Shri Naveen
Patnaik, Hon’ble Minister of Steel and Mines, Govt.
of India gave away the  awards. Shri P.R. Dasgupta,
Secretary, Department of Education & Secretary
General, Indian National Commission for co-
operation with UNESCO and Prof. Moegiadi,
Director, UNESCO, New Delhi Office were also
present on the occasion.

The Kalinga Prize was  established in 1951
by UNESCO with a generous grant from Late Shri
Biju Patnaik, Founder President of the Kalinga
Foundation Trust. First awarded in 1952, the Kalinga
Prize is presented annually by UNESCO to a person
or persons, who have made outstanding contribution
to the interpretation of science and technology to
the general public. The Director General of UNESCO
selects the prize winner out of nomination received
from Members States on the recommendation of a
Four Member International jury. The Kalinga Prize
is regarded as a prestigious international recognition
for outstanding science popularisation work. It has
so far been awarded to 53 brilliant promoters of
science & technology since its inception. Some of
the great scientists/personalities who have been
awarded Kalinga Prize are Louis de Brogile (1952),
Julian Huxley (1953), George Gamow (1956),
Bertrand Russel (1957), Karl von Frisch  (1958),
Arthur C. Clarke (1961), Fred Hoyle  (1967) and
Sergei Kapitza  (1979)

Since the inception of the Award in 1952, four
Indians have been awarded Kalinga Prize : Jagjit
Singh (1963), Narender K. Sehgal (1991) jointly with
Radu Iftimovici of Romania), Jayant V. Narlikar (1996)
jointly with Jiri Grygar of Czech Rep.) & Dorairajan
Balasubramanian (1997)

About the 1998 Laureates

Prof., Ennio Candotti, is a physicist. He was born

in Italy. After completing his studies in Italy he moved

to Brazil and  became a Brazilian national in 1983.

Presently he is at the Department of Physics of the

Universidede do Espirito Santo. He has been closely

associated with the Brazilian  Society for the

Advancement of Science (SBPC). He served the

Society as its Regional Secretary, Vice President

and President.

With the mobilisation of the local scientific

community he began activities towards the

interpretation and diffusion of science to the public.

A result of  one such initiative was the launch of a

series of more than 50 public conferences entitled

Cincia  as Seis a Meia or Science at 6.30 pm which

spanned a period of 4 years.

In 1982 Professor Candotti was the key figure within

a group of scientists initiationg the launch of the

monthly science news magazine Cincia Hoje or

Science Today, supported by the SBPC which

brings information on scientific development of a

quality that is acceptable to the scientific community

but also accessible to the general public. This

publication today remains a landmark in the

popularisation of science in Brazil. During his long

career Professor Candotti has published over 100

articles and research publications. Professor

Candotti later launched a similar  initiative in

Argentina called Cincia Hoy.

Professor Candotti was the brain behind a series of

books. Science Today at School dealing with  various

aspects  of  the natural sciences; a series of CD-

ROMs and science information directed to children

and a series of publication as technological

developments called Technology Notebooks.

q
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Ennio Candotti
The Science Populariser

The physicist Enni Candotti carried through
important works in his area of specialization, but he
has played in the last decades a basic role in another
trench : of the scientific spreading. He is author of
the “Project Science Today”, which resulted in the
creation of the magazines “Science and Culture”,
“Science Today” and  “Science Today of the Children”,
beyond the  “Periodical of Science”, in the decade
of 80. These publications  had become sources of
referência.Candotti implemented when he presided
over them the Brazilian Society for the Progress of
Ciência (SBPC) for two consecutive mandates, of
1989 the 1993 (today he is honorary president).

Young “--fair of sciences that has special
space during the annual meetings of the SBPC and
congregates works related to the scientific areas,
produced for pupils of public and private schools, of
first and according to degress idealized the” SBPC.

He also created, in Argentina a smimilar
publication, “Hoy Science”. For this project he
gained the Prize Kalinga de Scientific Divulgação of
1999, a species of Nobel of scientific journalism,
granted annually for  the Organization of the Nations
Joined for the Education, Science and the Culture
(UNESCO).

Candotti was professor of the Institute of
Physics of the Federal University of Rio De Janeiro
(UFRJ). Currently he is professor in the Federal
University of the Espirito Santo (UFES).

For him the scientific spreading is basic
because it feeds formal education and it contributes
for the improvement of the education of the Country.
Controversial to the times, original always, the
paulistano Candotti burningly defends the trench of
the popularização of science.

q
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RESOLUTION N0 17/2001
It confers to professor Ennio Candotti the
Heading of Honoris Doctor Cause of the
Federal University of the Paraíba.

The University Advice of the Federal University of the Paraiba, on the basis of article 124, interpolated
proposition III, of the General Regiment and article 29, interpolated proposition XVI, of the Statue of the
UFPB and in view of deliberation of the adopted plenary  assembly meeting carried through in day 31 of
October of 2001 (Process n0 23074,010,855/01-07),

Considering its wide leaf of services given to the university, the Brazilian education and science;

Considering the fact of being a great  divulgador of science for the great public, leader and inspirer of
innumerable actions in education for  science in the most diverse points of the Country;

Considering to have  Today lead as leading regional and president of the SBPC action of creation of
the project Science to Six and Half and of the project Science.

Considering to have done  to re-echo in the scientific, governmental and together way to the Brazilian
society, its constants and good based uprisings of critical reflection and  how much to the interregional
disequailibria on Science and Technology.

R And S L V E :

Art. 10 Conferir to profesor Ennio Candotti the Heading of Honoris Doctor Cause of the Federal
university of the Paraíba.

Art. 20 Autorizar the Reitoria to adopt the cabíveis steps  for the delivery of the  related Heading.

Art. 30 The present Resolution enters in vigor in the date of its signature.

Art. 40 the disposals in the opposite Are revoked.

University advice, of the Federal University of the Paraíba, in João Person, 31 of October of 2001.

Jader Nunes  de Oliveira

President

q

HONORIS DOCTOR CAUSE THE ENNIO CANDOTTI

FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE
FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF THE PARA ÍBA

UNIVERSITY ADVICE
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Conservation of Amazon Forest :
Views of Prof. Ennio Candotti

by
Luisa Massarani

30 July 2004

[CUIABA] Eduardo Campos, Brazil’s minister of science and technology, has told the Brazilian
Society for the Advancement of Science (SBPC) that research on the amazon forest is a priority for the
country’s government.

“The amzon forest is our priority, not only due to its strategic importance in the international, continental
and national context, but also due to the patrimony of its biodiversity, part of which is still unknown,”
declared Campos at the SBPC’s 56th annual  meeting in Cuiaba last week.

According to  Campos, there are two main challenges for the Amazon : sustainable exploitation of
the region’s resources and better integration of the region with the  rest of Brazil.

To meet these challenges, members of the science and technology ministry staff, led by geographer
Bertha Becker of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, will design new strategies for developing the
Amazon region, for implementation in 2005. The team is expectd to identify areas of work that deserve the
support of the government and actions needing promotion.

“An urgent issue that concerns our ministry is the  reduced number of researchers working in the
Amazon,” said Campos. “there are currently only about a thousand.”

He said an additional US$5 million has been made available to fund masters and doctoral research
focusing on the Amazon. These fellowships are provided by the so-called ‘sectoral funds’ - a s cheme
introduced by the previous government under which funding for research is raised through a tax on companies
working in sectors such as energy.

“Not only do we need to be vigilant in order to control deforestation, but we must also develop
alternatives for using the Amazon forest in a sustainable way,” said Campos.

Ennio Candotti, SBPC president, also focused on conservation of the amazon forest in speech
deliverd during the meeting’s opening session. Candotti suggested that a meeting should be convened with
soya and cattle producers to negotiate a moratorium on deforestation.

Both cattle farming and  cultivation of soybeans have contributed to the destruction of the Amazon
rainforest.

“We knocked down a dictatorship to write the present constitution,” said Candotti, reminding the
audience that protection of the environment is  part of Brazilian law. “But twenty-five thousand square
kilometres of rainforest are being cut down every year, and one-fifth of the forest has  already disappeared.”

Source :  SciDev.Net

q
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INTERVIEW
“Scientific Research does not  Relieve Fruits

short-term, neither V otes”, says Ennio Candoti

The president of the SBPC says that still the politicians  are “few who have conscience of the
importance of the investment in the information and the formation”

Cris Duarte writes for ‘ the Periodical’, of Alagoas :

For the second time in the presidency of the SBPC, the physicist Ennio Candotti he is an  untiring defender
of the  scientific progress in the country.

Been born in Rome, Italy, and naturalized Brazilian, the physicist considered that one of  the main
impediments for the growth of the Brazilian production in the field of the knowledge is the  formation of
human resources.’

Exactly considering the advances conquered in the last years, the president of the SBPC accuses the
Nation to be conservative in its capacity to risk and considers that a country  that it invests in science is
capable to grow of form insurance more, raising its potential, over all, in sustainable way.

But it is necessary to know that in Brazil, ‘the investments in science are peripheral : the research does not
relieve fruits short-term, neither votes.”

It follows the interview :

The Periodical - How Mr. analyzes the scientific production in Brazil ?

Ennio Candotti  - I find that the scientific production in Brazil has grown of sped up form. In last ten years,
the production was multiplied by three, and this is a must  to the  formation of human resources. Since
1987, the country possess programs of formation of human resources, that had obtained to raise the
number of eight scientists a thousand for 50 a thousand. The increase of stock markets of  after - graduation
and incentive to the research is one of the great factors of this growth.

The Periodical - Which region of the  country has greater has detached in the scientific production ?
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Ennio Candotti -  The Center-south, that concentrates 60% of the economic production, presents the
biggest concentration of scientific production, but we  evidence that Brazil does not posses a consolidated
culture how much to the production of the knowledge nor in the half politicians nor in the social ways well.
We have, still, half of the unexplored country. The Amazônia, the region of the half-barren and the proper
ocean, that be laboratory natural riquíssimos, not be explore cientificamente. The country, simply, does not
know which is the possibilities of sustainable exploration of these laboratories becaus it does not have
formation of human resources for those areas. Brazil, in truth, possess islands of  excellency, or either, in
all regions, we  have researchers - and not only the classic researcher, has the technician, the professionals
who work in the field - developing a work of extreme importance,especially in the  areas of Physics,
Biochemist and Mathematics, but the density is low. The team of Brazilian oceanógrafos fits in a Kombi. In
the Amazônia we have a thousand researchers, when two a thousand are necessary.

The Reporter : -What he is necessary to extend the formation of new scientists and to  alavancar Brazilian
science ? It is possible to make this with a so precarious basic  education ?

Ennio Candotti -For we, it has a scandal in the education. When we observe that 60,70% of the population
do not know to read  nor to write and that the country keeps in its reserves  resources of the Treasure
destined to the calamities and the emergencies and disponibiliza resources  not to invest in  education, is
really candalous. The  access to the culture  is precarious and it does not have valuation of the knowledge.
The budget of the Union considers that the construction of a road of that is more important the information.
However,  we know that roads are necessary, but with the  value of  only  some kilometers-  one kilometer
is calculated in 50 a thousand dollars - we can form some young scientists. With R$ 15 million for month
we can form five or six a thousand specialized young, that is what the necessary country to advance
cientificamente.

The Reporter - Then, the problem is in barriers politics ?

Ennio Candotti - Also. The necessary science of investments in the long run. What it is bet today in
science, the results alone will be seen in four, five years. The governments have a great concern with the
immediate one because the economy  works with short term - and has its reasons. But it is important to
detach that, today, the research with the soy had made with that the planted hectare income three times
more than years behind. On the other hand is necessary, also, to invest in the quality of the research. The
politicians are few who have conscience of the importance of the investment in the  information and the
formation. He is  for the information lack on what the nature in can offer them that the forests are being
devastadas and that the richer natural laboratories are finishing.

The Reporter - and how much to the government Squid, Mr. perceives some change of position in relation
to the previous managements ?

Ennio Candotti - Good , the Squid finished divided  enters the results in short term and the knowledge....

The Reporter - and the partnership with the private company, what Mr. finds ?

Ennio Candotti - It is important, but still it does not have a break- even point. Deep Green-yellow, the
deriving one of the private initiative, he is minimum and little it is worried about the innovation. Generally
they are industries of second division. The sector that more it invests is of the agroindústria, that it looks to
benefit itself of the  scientific research, but still has a  conflict between producing and preserving. To
preserve from that if it knows. Brazil is a  country that resists the changes very, is much conservative in the
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capacity to risk. The technological advances, generally, are only given ahead of a trauma, the crises or a
moment of much admiration. Citing the example of the soy, the research had provoked great advance in the
production, but, daqui the ten years, it will have been substituted in the market, without that it has a
concern with the renewal of the  culture, without that have planted raizes deeper of knowledge. if they (the
Entrepreneurs) understand  the necessity of  the preservation, would not destroy the balance ecological of
the form as it  comes happening. It is necessary, also, to stand out that the partnership with the private
companies obtained important advances in Brazil especially, in the petroliferous area, in computer science,
in aviation. The investments in science are peripheral : the research does  not relieve fruits short-
term, neigher votes.

The Reporter -How Mr. sees the interaction of the Universities and the private initiative ?

Ennio Candotti -the companies have, each time more, if approached of the invested Universities and in
research, but it is as I cited previously, still does not have much interest with the innovation. Today, the
university is more looked by the agro-industrial and also petroliferous sector, in the research with fuels,
machines, at last.

The Reporter -How science can contribute for the generation of job and improvement of the quality of life
of the society ?

Ennio Candotti - However, this is the main objective of science. The technological advance really took off
some ranks of human work, with the creation of the computers, of the machines, but it generated several
others and it can generate still more with the formation of more human  resources, extending the stock
markets and the courses of  after-graduation. The  oceanografia, for example, is a market that it needs
magnifying and scientists; from there, of knowledge and the information, the quality of life for all is created
a development chain, improving.

The Reporter -What Mr. finds of the scientific production in Alagoas ?

Ennio Candotti - I do not have much knowledge on the scientific production of Alagoas, but I consider the
existence of the Foundation of Support to the Research (Fapeal) a very important fact so that it does not
have a retrocession. The Fapeal is a small lsystem of regulation and rear that, since 1993, comes making
possible stock markets for research, for the formation of specialized staff. At the time of the creation of the
Fapeal I participated of the  agency of promotion of this type of institution in the country. I find that the State
still can give a  great jump, if the efforts  and the  resources well will be used.
(The Periodical, AL, 9/1)

q
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The  cooperation inscience and technologywas the one that more contributed to  narrow the
integration bows enters the countries of the South Cone.

Ennio Candotti, professor of the Dept. of Physics of the Federal University of the Espirito Santo (UFES),
member of the National Advice of C&T (CCT), is president of the  SBPC. Artigo published in the  ‘leaf of SP’
: At the moment where quotas and you safeguard worry the negotiators  of the Mercosul, would agree to
return tothe cooperation in science and technology the place that occupied in 1985, when the first agreements
had been firmed.

The chancellor Celso Amorim, then assessor of the minister of the C&T, Renato Archer, much contributed
to give to this detached subject function in the project of the Mercosul.

In fact, the  cooperation in C&T to long of these the  20 years, although not to occupy the center of the
attentions of the negotiators, was the one that more contributed to narrow the integration bows enters the
countries of the South Cone.

Today it in offers a canal to them of exemplary agreement, that could return alento to the ideals that had
guided the origin of the project of the  regional integration.

This can occur because, in the  reality, the systems of C&T, its institutions and communities find in the
cooperation examples the possibility to reach the ‘ critical mass’, the density necessary to  guarantee the
applied success of the research and its developments, particularly in the areas of border of international the
technological competition.

Brazilians, Argentines, Uruguayans and Paraguayans we know that we will lbe able to advance together, in
sped up way, in nuclear energy, space research, astrophysics, studies of the sea, nanotecnologias,
neurociências, psychology, biotechnologies, technologies of the information, health and biochemist, studies
of half-barren regions and the  violence and to more good know our proper history, until today very badly
counted.

The Mercosul and Science, Article of Ennio Candotti
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In the recent meeting of Buenos Aires, promoted for the SBPC and the Associacíon Argentina for el
Progress of la Ciencia (AAPC), the minister of the Education, Science and Technology of  Argentina, Daniel
Filmus, observed that, ‘If we will be persistent in this way (of the Mercosul), we will be giving the first steps
for a new  history; a history of two countries solidamente joined, in this case for science and technology,
that is what it defines  the future’.

With Eduardo Fields, minister of the C&T of Brazil, it signed, then, joint tax return that he  affirms:’ He is
urgent to develop the number of qualified human resources in all the areas,  indispensable base to stimulate
an efficient system of productive innovation.’

Our countries occupy a region  that if extends of the line of the Equator to the South Pole.

A formidable natural laboratory, that must deeply be studied, therefore, if well explored, will be able to
propitiate great advantages to our countries in a world that searchs in the knowledge the new sources of
wealth and social ljustice.

Two words, Amazônia and  Patagônia, speak for itself of the space and cultural  dimensions  of the region.

Perhaps but the cement most solid of the  success of our cooperation is the fact of that the formation of our
scientific communities  was marked per years of resistance to the great Power and the intolerância of the
military dictatorships and to the government politics that they had preferred to make of our exporting
countries of grains and meats and importers of circuits and memories.

How many Brazilian scientists must its formation the Argentine and Uruguayan masters who, expulsos
with violence of its proper land,had worked and taught in Brazilian institutions ? How many  Argentine,
Uruguayan and Paraguayan if they had formed in the Brazilian institutions ?

We live all a time where, to decide the serious social problems and to progress in fact, we need operational
instruments in the politics of cooperation in C&T, capable to consolidate what already he was made in
these years of intense interchange.

Certainty of that moves us it, together, we will fight better, in the  decisive international enclosure for bull
fighting, the increasing restrictions  to the scientific and technological development of our countries.

E we will defend, inside and it are of them, the indispensable investments to the infrastructure for the
education and the production of knowledge that our peoples  complain.

The commercial disputes are important and recognize that they must all be managed  with the care, but
believe that it is not only of its solution that  depends the future on our  integration.

The  scientific and  cultural dimensions would have, ours to see, to gain greater attention of the articuladores
of this generous movement in direction to ‘ sur’. (leaf of SP, 16/12)

q
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Ennio Candotti T akes Ownership as New President of the SBPC
For  Andres Keys of Melo, special envoy of Agency USP of Notice Recife

Published in 17/07/2003 to the 16:42 Ennio Candotti it takes ownership as new president of the SBPC

For Andres Keys of Melo, special envoy of Agency USP of Notice Recife

The physicist and professor of the Federal University of the Espirito Santo (UFES), Ennio Candotti, yesterday
assumed (16) presidency of the Brazillian Society for the Progress of Science, the SBPC, during the
accomplishment of the assembly-generality of the entity, carried through  in elapsing of its 55th Anual
Meeting.

In its speech of ownership, Candotti criticized some points of the performance of the Ministry of Science
and Tecnologia (MCT), remembering the independent position historicamente of the entity, that was created
by the Brazilian scientists as form to defend the development of the education, science and the national
technology.

“the SBPC always took off forces of its plurality of representations and its autonomy as form of not if to bend
the particular governments and desires”, afirms. “a  test of this is that we are gifts in almost all the states.
But, I promise that, until the end of this management, all the units of the federacy will lbe able to count on
the presence of the SBPC.”

The declarations had been given after the previous direction soon, presided over for biochemist Glaci Zancan,
of the Federal University of the Paraná (UFPR), to have given its last ones informs, as the election, for the
advice of the entity, chemistry Ricardo de Carvalho Blacksmith, professor of the Federal University of
Pernambuco (UFPE) and former-researcher of the Brqzillian Center of Pesquisas  Fisicas (CBPF), of Rio
De Janeiro, as President of Honor of the SBPC.

In the occasion, the entity approved seeming of the commission of finances and the report of the previous
management, that if finds available in the http:// www. sbpcnet. org.br/relatorio site, where the reader can
find a summary of that it was made in the last years.
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In accordance with Glaci, the democratization and magnifying of the scientific community had taken many
if to judge apt to represent the set. “However, for being the soul to mater of all the too much societies, and
for its history, the entity is the SBPC whose voice if makes to  hear  for the diverse agencies of the civil
society”, it remembers.

“the representation and the respeitabilidade of it depend on the overcoming of the historical rivalry enter its
more traditional communities”, affirm. “This dispute was visible in the  recent election. We are few and  we
cannot think that a fragilizada entity can execute the immense task to promote science in a continental
country. I leave this message here so that let us reflect on the differences, let us search the consensus in
the diversity, therefore as the elite that   we are we do not have the right to overlap our individual or group
interests to the collective work to be carried through in favor of the population.”

According  to Ennio, the experience developed  in 55th Annual Meeting, that it  transmitted to the living
creature, for the  InterNet, the conferences and symposiums, will be extended in the next years. “Instead
of terms 17 a thousand enrolled participants, we will be able to all extend this number for something around
150 a thousand participants, in ten years, spread for the Country, transforming the accomplishment character
them our meetings,  that today are located, and placing it in a national platform”, it detaches. “Other factors
that will deserve our attention will be the fight for resources for the education, science and the technology,
the defense of the gratuitor  public universities and the retaken one of the nip of the relations of cooperation
with the other Latin American scientitic communities.”

During the assembly, the partners had also voted a series of action proposals, between them the repudiation
to the  project of previdenciaria reform of the government, the defense of an agrarian reform joust, the deep
repudiation to the spraying of sectorial between the ministries - the  proposal defended by some sectors of
the government, and for its permanence in the MCT, respecting the project created by previous the ministerial
management - and the publication of the letter created for a group of professors and college student, under
the coordination of Nelio Bizzo, vice-director of the College of Educação (FE) of the USP, that he presents
new proposals  for the  development of I teach of sciences in Brazil.

q
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Interview with the President of the SBPC, Ennio Candotti

Published in 18/07/2003 to the 18:42 T en years later, Ennio Candotti is in return to the  chair highest of
the direction of the Brazilian Society for the Progress of Ciência (SBPC). The physicist of the Federal
University of the Espirito Santo assumed the presidency of the society, in the night of day 16 of July.

Known for the effort of scientific spreading - he was chosen, in 1998, for the Kalinga Prize of UNESCO for
the Popularização of Science - He presided over the society in two consecutive mandates 1989-1993.
Candotti - that he defends the university autonomy - assumes the entity with  moderate speech for some
subjects and more acid for others : “the Ministry of Science and Technology of the government patina
Squid”. He sees these and other opinions : in interview granted to the UnB Agency :

UnB Agency : In the opening of 55th Annual Meeting of the SBPC, the Minister of the Educaton,
Cristovam Buarque, asked for support for the entity in the reduction of social
inaqualities.In his vision, that measured  faster can be taken for this support ?

Ennio Candotti : The SBPC and the  Cientificas Societies that represents, can surely contribute
to diminish the social inaqualities. Sciences and the technologies offer instruments
that, if used well, can transform the life of the people extend their income, take
care of of the health, to improve the productivity of the seeds and the farming or
the efficiency of the work workshop. We must argue with the Cristovam Minister
as “to use” these instruments well and which would be our paper (and of the
Scientific Societies) in this movement. mainly, to guarantee seeds and work, in
the field or the workshops.

UnB Agency : the Brazilian sector of research not only signaled concern with the impacts of
the reform of the providence in the universities, but also in the  Embrapa and
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Fiocruz. How it sees these changes to you and which if expectation for the
future of the Brazilian research, case the text considered for the government is
approved ?

Candotti : The concern must to the  fact that, confirming the current lines of direction of the
reform, in many institutions a great one number of researchers with right to the
retirement, for distrust to lose them with the  new rules, will look for to move
away itself compromising the good functioning from the institutions.

UnB Agency : Which is its evaluation of the measures related to science and technology in the
six first months of the government Squid ?

Condotti : It has not measured concrete to evaluate, has intentions. The machine now
starts to function in the CNPq and the Finep, in the still patina Ministry....

UnB Agency : Another  question raised in these days is the necessity of a reform in the university.
Brazilian research and university walk together. In its opinion, what it needs to
move ?

Candotti : The universities need autonomy. Defined the rules of the  autonomy they need a
deep reform. In the reform each university is different for its history and vocations.

UnB Agency : Some scientists say that the actions of the Ministry of Science and Technology
are without definition. He  agrees you to this and  he believes that they need to
be more integrated to the Ministry of the Education, for example ?

Candotti : I agree, not only with the Ministry of the Education, but also with the one of the
Industry and Commerce, of Mines and the Energy, of the Health. Lack, in my
opinion, one better agreement enters the different agencies of government and
also a National Advice of Science and Technology - agency  presided over for the
president of the Republic and co-ordinated by the MCT.

UnB Agency : Which the plans of the gentleman for the two years of management ?

Candotti : Plain ? To continue what it  came being carried through for the previous direction,
and to perhaps add a  bigger presence of the society in the different states,
participating of education programs, of support  to the  Faps (State Foundations
of Support to the  Research) of cientifica spreading and support to the construction
of museums and centers of sciences.

UnB Agency : How it will be possible to become science most popular in Brazil ?

Candotti : Multiplying the presence of the science and the quarrel of the relations between
science and society in the medias. Stimulating the scientists to write spreading
articles and the  journalists to write more on science, creating in all  part, centers
or museums that approach sciences of the culture.

q
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Ennio Candotti : T o  Temper  Science and Art

29.07.2003-03h 46

To think about  the school days the 25 years is to imagine the  ways that in can lead  them until there. We
would have, in my opinion*, to create already some workshop-school experimental that allows them, in real
time, to rethink the school that we have, its  architecture, its resumes and its instruments and, with fancy
and  common-sense, to imagine the new routes, together with the professors who today lecionam in
educations basic and  average.

I suggest, forexample, to create Workshops of Sciences and Arts, the OCAs, that congregates, in one
same space, laboratories, computers and microscopes, inks and brushes, musical instruments, masks of
theater and cameras of video. Instruments that they make possible to carry through exercises of comment
and interpretation, representation of the nature and dramatização of the feelings and passions human
beings, who as many good projects of education consider.

Workshops that offer to the pupils and professors laboratories, orientation and  equipment that do not find
today in its schools. Periodically, they would be taken to this OCAs and there, with the necessary support,
they could participate “to the living creature” of practical works of arts and  sciences.

Let us imagine, initially, one or two sets of ten of these centers, one in each State. Later, the experience,
coordinate, could be extended in order to have, in fifteen years, HOLLOW for each ten public average
schools. With the accumulated experience, the formed professors and technician in the first years would
have to allow, step by step, the magnifying of the program in the successive stages.

The OCAs, initially, nothing more would be of that  teams of professors and  many monitors (young university
students) and technician that, in well equipped spaces, new or yielded, would receive pupils and professors
from the schools of its neighborhood to carry through workshops and experiences in arts and sciences.

Eventually, we could, with continuity, to promote in these same centers  courses of update for professors.
(Today, the majority of the professors of sciences and  mathematics of average education do not have
specific formation in discipline that they lecionam)
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Myltiple challenges in horizontes of education in the next decades exist, beyond the perpetual one unfastening
of wage we. How to approach the Real and the  virtual one ? How to study the nature without destroying it
? The tree of  the yard must be studied where it is or by means of books and of the InterNet? What to make
with books ?

How to equate the study of all and the parts of the  complex phenomena that, broken up, interest the
multiple areas ofsciences ? How to approach the arts and sciences, the diversity and the fellow creature ?

How to say the young that  each society, at different times of its history, explained the world to its way and
that the discovery of new techniques and new knowledge always revolutionized certezas and fears, yesterday
and today ?

The idea to approach science and art is not new, but it was forgotten in times of distrustful values everything
what it is not  I break up and specialty. Today, it reencontra its present time in the education of the curiosity
and the  imagination.

The education in sciences and in arts is complemented, offering to the different young ways of comment
and representation of the  world, thus enriching its  possibilities of choice of meanings and values in the
world where they live.

The Workshops of Sciences and Arts, the 2028 schools, would have, at last, another challenge: to rewrite,
with the professors of education - with its together  alunos -, the texts and scripts of didactic use, way that
they use more  and better the examples of the culture and the natural and social reality of its neighborhood
and region.

Examples living creature and gifts that as much lack to the 2003 school, but that we wait  gifts in the
pertaining to school banks of 2028. By the way, still it will have banks ? The black picture will survive ? Its
doors and windows will be opened or closed ? I do not know, however I am certain of that the engine of the
OCAs is the joy.

(*) The ideas sketched here had been in good part object of the project Archimedes, presented to the CNPq
in December of 2001, elaborated for Nelson Studart, Nélio Bizzo, Suely Druck, Cid Araújo, Oswaldo Alves,
Celso Melo, Christina Reis and Ennio Candotti.

Italian Ennio Candotti, 61, formed in physics for the USP, are professor of the Federal University of the
Espirito Santo. He is president of the SBPC (Brazilian Society for the  Progress of Science), entity of
which already was to the front between 1989 and 1993. He was one of the founders of the magazine
“Science Today” and received the Kalinga Prize, of UNESCO, for his contribution to the popularização of
science in 1999.

q
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Interview with Prof. Ennio Candotti
Ennio Candotti and His Room Mandate in the SBPC

In interview to the Universia, Candotti says on his expectations and action front the Presidency of
the association
Published in 14/07/2005-12:01

For the fourth time, Ennio Candotti was elected to preside over the main Brazilian institution of the field
of Science, the SBPC (Brazilian Society for the Progress of Science). After 12 years history if repeats.
The physicist, whom its first victory in 1989 had, re-election in 1991, and came back to the position in
2003, assumed in the night  of day 17 of July its new re-election front to the  presidency of the society.

In exclusive interview to the Universia,  Ennio Candotti discloses to his expectations and challenges
for his new mandate, as the project to add Technology, to the acronym of the SBPC. 57th Annual
Meeting of the SBPC and the changes in the Ministry of Science and Technology also is subjects
debated for Candotti.

It confers below integrates it of this interview

Universia : Which are the expectations and the preparativeses for this 57th Annual Meeting of
the SBPC, that happens in Cortaleza between days 17 and 22 of July? Which is
the estimate of public and presented works ?

Ennio Candotti : We will have, approximately, 3,500 presented works being. The expectation is of
that 8,000 people sanction this 57th  edition.

Universia : Which are the challenges for this new mandate, the room to the  front of the
SBPC?
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Ennio Candotti : To add a  T to the SBPC. T of Technology, that would involve more the technological
area in the slight knowledge of Science. It had a time where if it gave more emphasis
to Engineering. The technology is to know to make, to apply, and to approach
when applying to the  theory of Science without losing of sight the importance of
the research of the area.

Universia : To day the technology is not next to the SBPC ?

Ennio Candotti : We do not have the same familiarity with the technological areas that with the
scientific ones Today, associates to the SBPC only exist 70 scientific societies
and a small number, of 10 the 15, the technological area.

Universia : Who currently you aiming ?

Ennio Candotti : Moderations with the areas of Computer science, Computation, Microelectronics
and Biotechnology Exist. In the area of Mechanics already important publications
and materials exist. But, still we have much what to make. The proper area of
Agriculture also deserves attention. Although diverse quarrels of biotechnologies
in the part of Genetic Engineerings,exist a deficit in the applied part. We have that
in them to approach more in this segment.

Universia : How it sees the question to you of the available resources for the development of
the research?

Ennio Candotti : The speed of the growth of the area of Technological Sciences is bigger of the one
than of the resources that are placed, as much in the public area how much in the
private one.

Universia : How that it is had  equalizando this question ?

Ennio Candotti : The budget of Sciences and Technologies improved this year. However,
contingenciados resources that must set free and be investewd in the areas for
which they had been collected, of deep the sectorial ones also exist.

Universia : Deep the sectorial ones are arriving ?

Ennio Candotti : About 50% they are contigenciados. Today, already it accumulates R$ 3 dammed
billion. This makes much lack, therefore the area grows and its development is
very important. As in the maritime area, the space area and the Amazonian area
: all demand one industrial politics , consequenclty, demand transport investment,
for which they had been thought the deep resources of the sectorial ones.

Universia : How it has seen the formation to you to the researcher, in view of that we are at a
moment of  university reform the way ? Which are its perspectives in this direction?

Ennio Candotti : We need to less form professional more in the applied, Techniogical, Biological,
Chemical, Physical areas and a little in the areas of Right, Economia and Pedagogia,
predominant in the growth of the  sc  registrations. The country wants to face the
challenges of the modern development and to face the borders of the sea, the
Amazonia and the space, must heavily  invest in the formation of professionals to
face these challenges.
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Universia : With  relation to the changes in the Ministry of Science and Technology, in reason
of the crisis faced by us we have the exit of Eduardo Fields and probable the fond
one of Sergio Rezende, Current president of the (Financier of Studies and Research).
How to face this change ?

Ennio Candotti : I positively see the  name of  Sergio Rezende,a familiar and always present name
in the subject that involve the area of Technology, since the nomination of the
Amaral (Robert Amaral) at the first moments  the government Squid. It is a man
who already participated of the government of (Miguel) Arraes (former- Governor of
Pernambuco) in the area of Science and Technology. He has many  years divides
its  time between laboratory and the politics of Science and Technology in areas of
the  state government. Therefore he is an amphibious person, he transits well in
the which had  cientifica area to the great recognition as physicist and it  successful
public administrations. I conclude that Sergio Rezendee is a good name.

Universia : We  will have some prominence in the projects to be presented in the meeting of
this year ?

Ennio Candotti : Not. he is necessary to follow of close, therefore, in general, the meetings are
tests surprising. But, the approach of this edition will be to observe the sea from
the hinterland. To think about the sea as a near border, that in the direction of the
scientific and technological development is, without a  doubt, a newness. In world
where always it is looked  at for the hinterland as characteristic and the sea as
tourism, he is necessary reflect. After all, the sea also can be a  laboratory of
enormous importance, a  source of potential wealth. There our focus  is to look at
for the sea.

Universia : And the debate politician must be warm at this moment ?

Ennio Candotti : I do not believe that this is possible. A debate exists politician, but in the  direction
of the accomplishment and the continuity of the programs that came being argued
and debated for the government.


